
The Honorable Dan Brouillette 

Secretary, Department of Energy 

U.S. Department of Energy 

1000 Independence Ave 

Washington D.C. 20585 

Dear Sir, 

August 22, 2020 

The enclosed White Paper is an in-depth study of NERC Reliability Standards and of several 

related FERC Orders and releases.The study has produced three separate "Motions to Intervene" in 

FERC Dockets. In summary they reveal a hidden process to avoid applying Critical Infrastructure 

Protection (CIP) standards to any cyber asset used in Operations of the Bulk Electric System (BES), 

including real-time operational power flows. The latter are also off-limits for any NERC non-CIP 

Reliability Systems compliance audit. What this means is that no actual BES power operations are 
protected by CIP Standards (other than voluntarily applied by a utility). This process has been in place 

since the passage of the EPA 2005 Section 215 legislation, and is a violation of the intent if not the letter 
of Section 215. 

As the Sector Specific agency for the electric industry and as the IG for FERC, DoE has an 

obligation to ensure the cybersecurity regulations are followed. Please have your IG review the 

enclosures and, when confirmed, conduct an investigation of FERC's conformance to the law, and 

DoE/OER's oversight of FERC and NERC. OER has supported the FERC campaign of "Security through 
Obscurity". It also appears that cybersecurity "incidents" are failing to make it into the OE 417 database 
in violation of DOE's own regulations. 

DoE's support of utilities' implementation of the Synchrophasor PMU program is truly 

commendable, undoubtedly the most significant modernization step in the industry. And a major 

upgrade is in the offing. But as documented in this White Paper, it is now a critical component of real
time operations and the NASPI program needs immediate review of its cybersecurity outcast role. 

National Security systems as well as other Critical Infrastructures dependent on the electric 
system have been put in harm's way. The IG's net needs to be cast wider than just NERC as the IRO, and 

FERC, and time is of the essence. Evidence is apparently accruing that the Russian Federation is 

interfering in the 2020 election and it should not be necessary to remind DoE that the MOD/GRU, its 

major cyber army, had strong linkages to both the 2016 election and parallel operations in the U.S. 
National Grid. 

Respectfully yours, 

~1'.~ 
George R. Cotter 
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Security in the North American Grid 

Hidden Cybersecurity Vulnerabilities 

A White Paper 

Abstract: This White Paper documents the hidden actions of NERC and 

FERC in avoiding application of Cybersecurity Standards to systems that 

actually control Grid operations and their real-time power flows; 

example Synchrophasor networks. CIP Standards are carefully applied 
only to utility organizations, access controls, inventories, planning, etc. 

but rigorously ovoid interference with Operations. 
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Security in the North American Grid - Hidden Cybersecurity Vulnerabilities 

A White Paper 

Introduction 

It has been only three months since the preceding White Paper on Security in the North American 

Grid 1 was issued but it has been a productive period spent resolving several major Cybersecurity puzzles. 

The imperatives for securing the Grid remain, critical infrastructures are dependent on it. It has suffered 

over a decade of intrusions by the Russian Federation with forensic linkages of those efforts to the 2016 

election, continued malware testing in the Ukraine, and an impending 2020 U.S. national election. 

This brief White Paper highlights major flaws in implementation of the Energy Policy Act {EPA) of 

2005, hitherto unexplained (and unjustified) gaps in cybersecurity coverage, major unresolved conflicts 

in modernization efforts, and most intimidating - determined efforts by regulators to keep intrusions, 

incidents, and vulnerabilities from the public and the Congress. Exposure of the industry and regulator 

practices to thwart the intention, if not the specific requirements of the EPA, is the objective of this 

discourse. 

A deep study of Reliability Standards and a sampling of their Compliance audits reveals : 

• Operational systems, massively structured and regulated in NERC's Reliability Standards, are not, 
repeat not covered by C/P cybersecurity controls, although subject to engineering compliance 

audits by NERC. 

• Real-time operational power flow systems are exempt from NERC engineering compliance 

audits and therefore compliance with CIP Standards. Synchrophasor Systems, their sensors 

critical to power operations, the control systems managing those processes, transformers, 

switches, and other instrumentation for balancing these flows, almost all digital, have been 

deliberately excluded from critical infrastructure protections . 

• Compliance audits of utilities covered by CIP Standards address hygienic and organizational 

weaknesses but carefully avoid conflicts with non-CIP Reliability Standards. 

Let us be very clear about this situation : 

The industry, NERC and FERC have agreed on a process to exclude cybersecurity controls, i.e., CIP 

Standards from interference with Operational functions of the BPS, specifically the cyber systems 

essential to their operational activities. Further, industry non-CIP compliance audits of 

Operational cyber systems exclude real-time operational power flows. The vast content, 

thousands of pages, of the NERC Reliability Standards show no linkages between Operational 

cyber assets and CIP Cybersecurity Standards. The Bulk Power System is essentially, unprotected. 

1 Security in the North American Grid, Cybersecurity, CEIi and the Digital Divide, A White Paper, April 25, 2020. 
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The damage is done. Over a decade of an open, largely defenseless National Grid has given 

Russia and the nation's other adversaries freedom to map the systems and find sets of vulnerable utilities 

to fit multiple scenarios --- elections, pandemics, economic movements, military initiatives, international 

crises. Declaration of National Cybersecurity Deterrence Policy is overdue but could give the nation's 

leaders breathing room to provide cybersecurity protection for the nation's electric systems. 

Background 

The electric industry continues to operate in a fragmented structure of 

three sectors; the nuclear generation systems under the Nuclear Regulatory 

Commission, the bulk energy systems (BES) under the Federal Energy Regulatory 

Commission, and systems regulated by the SO states. Cybersecurity protection for 

the BES was legislated by the Energy Policy Act of 2005 under standards to be 

developed by the industry and approved by FERC. The BES structure consists of 

over 1500 "Registered Entity" utilities. With national interconnectedness, this 

three-part complex is referred to as the "Grid". 

The 2003 Eastern blackout and emerging cybersecurity threats gave rise to the Energy Policy Act 

(EPA) of 2005 leading to designation of NERC as the industry Electric Reliability Organization (ERO) and 

Cybersecurity Standards, to be approved by FERC. Out of /publiq an~, appare_n!l'f, c_o_ngr_esslo_nal 

awareness, the safeguarding of industry Operations from emerging Cybersecurity Standards (CIP) was 

contrived by the industry, NERC and FERC. However, in those early years, NERC and FERC differed on 

issues of connectedness, control centers and CIP coverage . Development was torturous and the process 

went on for over ten years before a somewhat stable CIP Program was put in place in the July 2016 CIP 

v5/v6 Standards implementation. 

Concerns with CIP structural weaknesses and Russian Grid incursions were 

documented in a series of White Papers2• Collectively they show rising skepticism of the 

industry objectives, the questionable process for CIP development and approval, a 

continuing series of rationalizations of conflicts and minimum solutions, and always, 

delay, delay, delay.3 Following the Federation lengthy incursions in 20144, vulnerability 

reviews in these White Papers were balanced against threats, their increasing complexity, and 

minimization, or outright denial of the Federation threat or claims of "resiliency" by NERC and FERC. 5 

What was particularly frightening was steady denial of relevancy of the Federations use of the Ukrainian 

' An early White Paper Security in he North American Grid, September 11, 2011, discussed FERC concern with CIP coverage 

in CIP v4, never implemented. 
3 Security in the North American Grid, A Nation at Risk, A White Paper, April 8, 2015 

' The 2014 incursions by the MOD/GR U used a Microsoft zero-day vulnerability and were preceded in 2012 with covert 

modifications of 3 vendor's control system products. 
5 Security in the North American Grid, The Existential Threat, A White Paper, July 10, 2018 is a comprehensive treatment of 

industry, regulator, Agency and Administration failures to collectively secure the electric system. See Comment in text box 

that follows. 
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Grid6 to develop and test malware in pseudo-attacks, malware that ultimately was used in the attack on 

the U.S. 2016 Presidential election.7 

Comment : This WP, organizationally and forensically, ties together Federation actions beginning in 2012 
to the US National Election in 2016. The participation of the FSB in strategic reconnaissance as early as 

2013 through 2015 in DNC networks and servers, a role assumed by the MOD/GRU in early 2016 is 
documented as well as Obama's cryptic sanctions announcement after the election. The handoff by 
Mueller to incapable FBI and DHS investigations of Federation penetration of State election systems was 
a grievous error, with FBI suppression of details to this date. The comprehensive five-part SSCI report on 

Russian interference in the 2016 election did not document these facts. Fortunately, the July 10, 2018 WP 

addressed to John Bolton as National Security Advisor may have helped trigger Bolton's August 2, 2018 
public direction to NSA, FBI and DHS to block Federation efforts to interfere in the 2018 mid-term U.S. 
election. 

"Security Through Obscurity" --- Denial of Public Access to Vulnerability Details 

Despite the near total lack of classified data, NERC has been obsessed with the need to prevent 

public awareness of utility security lapses. Protection of utilities' "interests" predated introduction of 

CIP . As threats increased, NERC successfully pressured FERC to sanitize compliance audits and reports . 

The compliance program has been progressively weakened by arguments that actual risk to the BES 

should control depth of reporting and penalties, to the extent that CIP violators identities cannot be 

divulged. The federal FAST Act was amended to justify treatment of anything remotely yielding of a 

utility's name; details of infractions were classified as Critical Entity Infrastructure Information, CEIi and 

denied the public. Critics of this policy have reverted to FOIA's and lawsuits against FERC with FERC 

eventually offering in a white paper to consider yielding the utility' s name in deference to a continued 

policy of redactions in the name of "security". Few critics bit on this offer. FERC's latest efforts are 

probably behind introduction of a Senate Bill, (s.3688) in one of the industry's favorite bodies, the Senate 

Energy Committee, intended to legalize FOIA-proof redactions. 

In truth, there is far more detailed sensitive information useful to the 

nation's adversaries in NERC'S huge compendium of Reliability Standards for the 

Bulk Electric System8 than found in redacted compliance reports. The usefulness 

of that compilation to a determined hacker or a competent terrorist, should be 

of cybersecurity concern . The NERC/FERC practice is far more useful in obscuring 

• Security in the North American Grid, The Russian Federation Threat, A White Paper, January 15, 2019 catalogues the 
Federation's capabilities, including testi ng in the Ukraine; deliberately underplayed by NERC and FERC. 
7 Security in the North American Grid, The Mueller Report, Russians in Election Systems and the National Grid, A White 
Paper, June 15, 2019 
8 NERC publication "Reliability Standards for the Bulk El ectric System", June 23, 2020 
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these details from oversight functionaries such as the SEC, (Security and Exchange Commission), 

insurance underwriters, and the DoE IG. 

Tariff-Related Cybersecurity Incentive Proposals 

On March 20, 2020, FERC issued a Request for Information on Docket No. RM20-10-000 titled 

"Electric Transmission Incentives Policy Under Section 219 of the Federal Power Act". This proposal is 

very complex in updating rules for cost recovery of Transmission initiatives across the entire Grid. It 

contains considerable detail on exchanges with utilities on Transmission system growth, structural 

changes in utilities and needs to recover costs for technology improvements that are often involved in 

upgrades and new services. 

A side issue of this RFI is the addition of FPA Section 215 resulting from the EPA of 2005 which 

added cybersecurity rules to the FPA. Simultaneous with release of the RFI, FERC issued a Staff

generated White Paper9 on parallel cost recovery for cybersecurity "incentives" resulting from the major 

components of the draft NOPR; essentially a Request for Comments on options for cost recovery on 

voluntary cybersecurity investments not covered under EPA Section 215. Note the new rules affect 

section 219 of the FPA. 

The Staff Paper gives an elaborate cost-related rundown on CIP Standards to justify the new 

changes under Section 219. Most are for cost recovery of many initiatives not covered by CIP Standards, 

e.g., "low impact" cyber assets. Several methods are proposed for such coverage. Additionally, 

"Incentives for Cybersecurity Investments could include both non-ROE and ROE incentives. With 
respect to the non-ROE incentives, cybersecurity investments could be eligible for Construction Work 
in Progress, recovery of abandoned plant costs, and accelerated depreciation." It notes Transmission 

ROE investments are so large, generally, that cybersecurity costs would be a negligible inclusion. 

Combinations of various methods are also possible. 

In addition, cybersecurity costs associated with voluntary adoption of NIST standards, (a NERC 

bugaboo from the beginning) would also be possible. In this regard, in a separate action in FERC Docket 

No. RM20-12-000 June 18, 2020, the Commission staff identified three NIST Framework categories that 

are the subject of a separate Notice Of Inquiry: (i) cybersecurity risks pertaining to data security, (ii) 

detection of anomalies and events, and (iii) mitigation of cybersecurity events - issues not addressed in 

CIP Standards. 

Comment: There is little doubt that all these FERC actions on "voluntary" cybersecurity incentives trace directly 
to the pressure being felt by FERC on the huge but hidden gap between non-CIP needs and CIP cybersecurity 
regulations. See for example the discussion that follows on CIP-012-1, or the weird Reliability Standards audit 
of the Long Island Power Authority in Enclosure (3). It is easier to deal with these issues and costs under FPA 
Section 219 under FERC's authorities rather than risk exposure under EPA Section 215, essentially NERC's 
authority. The openendedness of these proposals are not accepted by State PUC authorities that have filed 
comments on the White Paper. 

9 CYBERSECURITY INCENTIVES POLICY WHITE PAPER, June 18, 2020 Docket No. AD20-19-000 
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Recent Actions on CIP Standards 

The industry, NERC and FERC are increasingly struggling with open CIP Standards issues that raise 

serious questions on the very val idity of the current program. Many of these issues involve years of 

study, discussion and debate with FERC approvals increasingly citing "better than nothing" 

circumlocutions. 

Take FERC Order No. ORDER NO. 866, Critical Infrastructure Protection Reliability Standard CIP-
012-1- Cyber Security-Communications between Control Centers (Issued January 23, 2020}. This order 

approved NERC draft CIP-012-1 and supposedly "protects the confidentiality and integrity of Real-time 
Assessment and Real-time monitoring data transmitted between bulk electric system Control Centers". 
In this action FERC continues tossing this hot potato back to NERC, an issue that dates to the inception 

of CIP standards. CIP 002 excludes communications and networks from categorization of cyber assets. 
The reason it is excluded is because such assets are critical to BPS "Operations" and particularly "Real 
Time Power Flows", the skeleton in NERC's Reliability Standards closet10. NERC ties itself in knots in their 

exchange with FERC with shallow defense of its submittal, at one point citing evidence that COM-001-3 
covers a point in contention that FERC made. This is a real NERC goof since the Reliability Standards 

COM standards are non-CIP and are therefore irrelevant to FERC's point. 

FERC insists that Order No. 866, while dealing with "data", fail s 

to address its primary concern, "we also determine that the reliability 
risks identified in Order No. 822 will not be fully addressed with the 
implementation of the Reliability Standard ....... Reliability Standard 
CIP-012-1 does not address the availability component of the 
Commission's directive in Order No. 822 ." The intent of the 

Commission's directive is for NERC to address the risks associated with the availability of communication 

links and data communicated between all bulk electric system Control Centers, which will require 

coordination between neighboring responsible entities. Accordingly, pursuant to section 215(d)(S) of the 

FPA, FERC directs NERC: "to develop modifications to the C/P Reliability Standards to require 
protections regarding the availability of communication links and data communicated between bulk 
electric system Control Centers, as discussed above." 

There does not appear to be a deadline in this Order for NERC to complete thi s action, a first. 

Also the relatively open exchanges of connections between CIP Standards and non-CIP standards (IRO, 

TOP, COM) as NERC and its supporters cross that line unsuccessfully in attempting to persuade FERC that 

it should not force the "availability" issue into the open. 

Second case : An historic coverup of a Federation attack provides another prime example . In 

2012, the Russian Federation covertly modified control system products at 3 vendors supplying over 90% 

10 The reader will be forgiven if, at this point, this thread is lost . Th e core issue is t he mutually exclusive nature of CIP 
Standards vs. non-CIP Reliabil ity (e.g., engineering st andard s) in t he BPS cybersecurity compliance prot ocols. 
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of the energy market, a classic Supply Chain attack. By 2014, this 

permitted the Federation MOD/GRU to penetrate the Grid, using an 

additional Microsoft zero-day vulnerability as a gateway to Grid 

systems. The industry, NERC and FERC cover-up ofthis major attack 

was aided by a non-public FBI report, and deliberate suppression of 

forensic evidence in follow-on development and testing of that 

malware, and improved malware, in Ukrainian grid attacks in 2015 

and 2016.11 

Four years after the vendor penetrations, in July 2016, FERC issued Order No. 829 tasking NERC 

to develop comprehensive CIP protections for supply chains addressing four attack vectors, "(1) software 
integrity and authenticity; (2) vendor remote access; (3) information system planning; and (4) vendor 
risk management and procurement controls ." Iteration on these factors, a comprehensive FERC 

technical conference, and extensive industry comments consumed another two years before FERC 

issued Order No. 850 in October 2018. Satisfactory? Hardly. The industry has 18 months to implement, 

add another year before utility compliance can be assessed; say 2021/2022. And issues on EACMS, PAC 

and PCS and a NERC BOT study on applicability to Low Risk Assets still open and are likely to remain so. 

FERC states in Order No. 850 that the standards are "forward-looking and objective-based". 
However, it will have been ten years since the Russian Federation demonstrated competency in supply 

chain penetrations before the "protections" of Order No. 850 can be assessed . And those "protections" 

avoid hard defenses, such as White Listing and Blacklisting, and specific vulnerabilities of domestic IT 

systems (e .g., Microsoft, CISCO, et al.) 

And now, given the revelations of this White Paper, we conclude that the CIP Supply Chain 

Standards have no relevancy in the vast percentage of audits of utilitie' s BPS Reliability Standards 

"Operations" or "Real-Time Power Flows" such as Synchrophasor PMU Systems and their data flows. 

Hence the White House issues EO 1392012 which seems to totally ignore FERC Order No. 850. 

What's Really Going On? --- A Search for Answers 

There is an amazing lack of interest in the functioning of cybersecurity protections for the electric 

Grid. No surprise, the industry and regulators have oversold their protections, and safeguard their 

congressional supplicants. Their cybersecurity vendors are evidently prevented from discussing their 

roles, the regulatory process deliberately blindsides the public l3_ Most cybersecurity pressure points on 

foreign nation states center on the upcoming election . Consequently, the perpetrators of "Security 

through Obscurity" should not feel threatened from outside. But the obvious difficulty NERC and FERC 

11 The improved malware was linked, forensically, to the MOD/GRU attack in the 2016 U.S. Presidential election . 
12 EO13920 Executive Order on Securing the United States Bulk-Power System, INFRASTRUCTURE & TECHNOLOGY Issued 
on: May 1, 2020. This order expl ici tly declares a national emergency with respect to the threat to the United States bulk
power system by procurement of systems manufactured abroad. 
13 DOE/O ER is complicit, supporting FERC rules on redactions and suppressing cyber incidents in OE-417 rep orti ng. 
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are experiencing on evolution of CIP Standards has been perplexing, particularly on Orders Nos. 850 and 

866. 

Frankly, FERC seems to be trying to nudge NERC into dealing with the uncomfortable gap 

between CIP and non-CIP Standards in Order No. 866, These White Papers constant harping on the 

Synchrophasor explosion is one of the irritants. So, a deep thrust into how non-CIP Reliability Standards 

deal with the realities of the NASPI Synchrophasor map was needed. Further, actual non-CIP Reliability 

Standards audits had to be studied to see how Compliance Enforcement Authorities (CEAs) dealt with 

cybersecurity issues, without reference to NERC/FERC CIP compliance regulations.14 The three 

enclosures to this White Paper detail that work, which largely involved NERC documents and processes. 

Summary and Conclusions 

The three enclosures to this White Paper provide the evidence for the assertions in the 

introduction to this White Paper; viz: 

• Operational systems, massively structured and regulated in NERC's Reliability Standards, are not, 

repeat not covered by CIP cybersecurity controls, although subject to engineering compliance audits 

byNERC. 

• Real-time operational power flow systems are exempt from NERC engineering compliance audits 

and therefore compliance with CIP Standards. Synchrophasor Systems, their sensors critical to power 

operations, the control systems managing those processes, transformers, switches, and other 

instrumentation for balancing these flows, almost all digital, have been deliberately excluded from 

critical infrastructure protections. 

• Compliance audits of utilities covered by CIP Standards address hygienic and organizational 

weaknesses but carefully avoid conflicts with non-CIP Reliability Standards. 

It is entirely possible that the processes outlined above were in place before Section 215 

regulations were enacted; however, neither Section 215 regulations nor FERC's implementing Order 

acknowledge them . NERC instructions governing actions of industry functionaries such as RTOs, ISOs, 

BAs, and compliance authorities would certainly be needed; however, they are carefully hidden from the 

public and, very probably, from Congress as well. 

In any event, it is clear that, not only Distribution Systems at the 

State and local level generally lack cybersecurity protections, but that 

most BPS Operational networks (e.g., Synchrophasor) do as well. 

However, the vulnerability porosity of the national Grid is not appreciated 

by DHS, DoE or any other U. 5. oversight authority, although undoubtedly 

well-understood by Russian Federation cyber forces. This is tragic, not 

merely because more serious risks to major critical infrastructures exist 

14 See, for example, the discussion of the NPCC non-CIP compliance audit of the Long Island Power Authority, enclosure (3) 
page 8. 
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but because it has provided the Russian Federation over a decade of relative freedom to map the Grid 

and isolate points of attack for initiatives short of nation-wide outages. Deniers of the slickness of FSB 

and MOD/GRU attacks on the 2016 U.S. election have their head in the sand on the value of Russian pre-

2016 reconnaissance of the U.S. Grid and malware testing in the Ukraine. 

It is much too difficult to attempt to repair the Grid cybersecurity structure15; it is best to tuck it 

behind the protection of a National Deterrence Policy, penalize adversaries for incursions in all critical 

infrastructures, and link simpler and less costly Grid cybersecurity improvements to modernization 

initiatives underway. 

George R. Cotter 

grcotter@comcast.net 

Attachments: 

(1) Motion to Intervene filing on Docket No. EL20-46-000, April 11, 2020 

(2) 2nd Motion to Intervene on Dockets Nos. EL20-46-000, RM20-12-000 and AD20-19-000, June 25, 

2020 

(3) 3rd Motion to Intervene on Dockets Nos. EL20-46-000, RM20-12-000 and AD20-19-000, August 7, 

2020 

15 A "Lessons-Learned" White Paper addressing this fiasco may follow. 
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Ms. Kimberly D. Bose 

Secretary 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

888 First Street, NE 

Washington, D.C. 20426 

Dear Ms. Bose, 

193 Southdown Road 

Edgewater, MD 21037 

grcotter@comcast.net 

April 11, 2020 

Attached, please find my Motion to Intervene filing on Docket No. EL20-46-000 

Related to Critical Infrastructure Supply Cha in Reliability Standards. 

Respectfully, 

George R. Cotter 

Enclosure: a/s 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

Motion to Intervene in Docket) 

Related to Critical Infrastructure ) 

Supply Chain Reliability Standards ) 

Introduction 

Docket No. EL20-46-000 

Submitted to FERC on June 11, 2020 

I, George R. Cotter, a private citizen!, am filing this Motion to Intervene in Docket No. El20-46-000 in 

accordance with 16 U.S. Code § 824o(d)(5) and 16 U.S. Code § 824o(e) in support of Mr. Mike Mabee's 

Complaint on this docket dated May 11, 2020. Mr. Ma bee's Complaint focuses on the lack of transparency 

in Regulatory actions on Critical Infrastructure Protection violations by utilities, and the conflict of FERC 

Order No. 850 with Executive Order 13920. My Intervention adds significant background and additional 

challenges to Federal Energy Regulatory Commissions actions on Supply Chain vulnerabilities, and more 

importantly, the deliberate Commission policy of dissembling on security standards, the distortion and 

suppression of vulnerabilities in the North American Grid, and a conspiracy of cover-up actions in 

regulatory management of ERA Section 215 responsibilities to protect critical electric infrastructure. 

Of note: 

1. Eight years of delay, and counting, on Supply Chain risks after major penetrations of vendors by Russia 

in 2012, a full decade since, with major Supply Chain regulatory actions that will still be open past 

2022. 

2. Suppression of the FBI report on the follow-on 2014 lengthy Federation reconnaissance of the U.S. 

Electric Grid enabled by Supply Chain vulnerabilities. 

3. Failing to secure electric power service to critical National Security facilities nearly totally dependent 

on commercial power; specifically, facilities known to be critical to response to such attacks. 

4. Total failure to effectuate a 24/7 nation-wide utility BPS situational awareness, warning network. 

5. Violating a public trust by facilitating a decade-long cover-up of electric system vulnerabilities and 

intrusions by foreign nation/state adversaries. 

6. Despite the clear language of EPA Section 215, approving the exclusion of Grid communications and 

networks from CIP Standards, CIP-002.5.la; the major pathway for adversary exploitation of Supply 

Chain, and other vulnerabilities. 

7. Deliberate denial of Congress, the GAO, oversight Departments, Federal Agencies and State 

governments on security of BPS power feeds to Distribution systems through misuse of FAST Act 

provisions for protection of critical assets, i.e.,. CEIi actions on CIP Violations 

8. Ensuring that CIP Standards, all subject to approval by FERC, do not reveal and therefore compromise, 

the massive and insecure interconnection of BES and Distribution systems; i.e ., less that 10% of BPS 

substations subject to CIP Standards, (see NASPI synchrophasor map Page 13.) 
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9. Prohibiting utility actions for vendors' culpability in Supply Chain attacks, including US vendors that 
supply major IT underpinnings for electric instrumentation (i.e., IT firms) . 

Comment: Most prior filings and White Papers have described CIP Standards as a veritable "House of 
Cards", superficially protecting management, organizational, internal systems; hardly a deterrence to 
the nation's adversaries targeting the electric power system. For this filing, the entire stack of 
"Reliability Standards" was shredded into CIP and non-CIP elements, and "Operational" cyber systems 
standards stood out in stark contrast to non-power cybersecurity standards, revealing the NERC/FERC 
cybersecurity protocol as the charade it is. Examine the table on Pl, 476 pages of critical "operational" 
protection systems standards, whose cyber assets are absolutely devoid of cybersecurity wrappings. 

Background 

The Bulk Power System is a cybersecurity nightmare, almost totally susceptible to Supply 

Chain attacks, when, as and if a nation/state adversary chooses. FERC, NERC and industry efforts 

have conspired to create a regime that almost totally isolated Operational activities from federal 

cybersecurity regulation; substituting an almost meaningless structure limited to individual 

facilities, ensuring the continued protection of utilities from federal security oversight. 

For many years, this filer, and others have documented vulnerabilities and threats directly 

linked to current Critical Infrastructure Protection {CIP) standards. 1 These filings have intervened 

in NOPRs and Final Orders in public comment periods, with mixed but usually poor results. Filings 

have also been made on issues arising from questionable NERC and industry reports of CIP and 

other violations of Reliability Standards. And more recently, challenges including FOIAs objecting 

to the industry, NERC and FERC practice of redacting violation reports including inappropriate 

use of CEIi to obscure utility identifications and critical details of infractions. 

It would be a gross understatement to say that filers have seen steady deterioration of 

protection of the electric system from nation/state adversaries, largely due to weak standards, 

major delays on implementation, and negative effects on vendors from "Security through 

Obscurity". FERC has consistently used "divide and conquer" techniques in its policies of denial. 

The effect has been to add grave risk to unprotected Distribution systems, electrical supply to 

Critical Infrastructures, and place the Grid-dependent national security facilities responsible for 

protection of the nation, in dire jeopardy. 

Additionally, for many years, FERC chairmen have also received this filer's White Papers 

on "Security in the North American Grid" with cover letters to key Congressional and 

Administration leadership. Themes included CIP Standards, utility vulnerabilities including Supply 

Chain issues, significant threats including malware development, U.S. incursions, testing abroad, 

and direct connectivity to 2016 and 2018 U.S. elections. FERC Commissioners have generally 

ignored these warning papers. 

1 See for example lsologic LLC, filing NOPR Supply Chain Risk Management Reliability, Docket No. RM17-13-000 Jan 

18,2018 
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In early days, these White Paper distributions were followed up with constructive 

meetings with Chairmen or Commissioners but this has ended. Chairman Chatterjee was sent 

the most recent White Paper2 along with cover letters to Secretary of Defense and Co-Chairs of 

the Congressional Cyberspace Solarium Commission . That report was mainly to document the 

dire condition in the overall national Grid arising out of the growing divide between the reality of 

threats and contributions to that debacle by the FERC/NERC cover-up conspiracy. 

Details 

This filing centers on the frailties of Order No. 850 as well as the systemic weaknesses of 

what passes for BES security. The public, critical infrastructures, the national security community, 

and Congress is asked to believe that Order No. 850 will provide adequate Supply Chain 

protection of electric supply to their facilities. This filing will prove otherwise . 

Those interested might fairly ask "What overall cybersecurity structure is in place to 
accommodate these changes to protect the end user?" 

So, Commissioners, let us examine your cybersecurity infrastructure and the stack of 
cyber assets, industry systems needing cybersecurity protection from adversaries, top down 
and end-to-end: 

1. Two national authorities, FERC and NRC, and 50 state authorities independently regulate 

cybersecurity protection for electric services but with no operational security 
coordination mechanism across the Grid as a whole. Supply Chain standards (Order No. 

850) are applicable only to FERC-regulated Bulk Energy Systems (but by no means, all 
such vulnerable systems, as will be documented in this filing.) 

2. NRC-controlled, nuclear generation sites transfer their power to Transmission (BES) 

substations and Distribution facilities to users but must import power for safety-critical 

systems. This import of power is generally considered contractually regulated, not 

federally regulated, i.e., outside the scope of Order No. 850. 
3. There is no Grid-wide operational "situational awareness" or alerting structure 

functioning across this three way digital divide to warn of Supply Chain attacks, 

incursions, incidents, campaigns, etc. 

4. Coincidentally, therefore, there is no operational data exchange between these three 
separate domains, no nation-wide data base on operational data, no concentrated 

examination of operational data for Supply Chain threat determination or actual 

adversary penetrations. 

5. Further, a major source of Supply Chain vulnerabilities of domestic IT firms and which 
are endemic to BES/Transmission and Distribution facilities is exploited by nation/state 

adversaries; example: the 2014 U.S. Grid attack facilitated by a zero-day Microsoft system 

vulnerability. 

2 "Security in the North American Grid-Cybersecurity, CEIi and the Digital Divide", A White Paper, April 25, 2020 
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6. Bulk power is transmitted to/through state-regulated "Distribution" systems within and 

across 48/50 states to end users. ~1400 independent/semi-independent "registered" 

Generation and/or Transmission entities (i.e., utilities) independently categorize BES 

cyber systems (consisting of BES cyber assets). That is what is subject, in theory, to Order 

No.850. 

7. But many operational technology (OT) systems remain uncharacterized as BES cyber 

systems, although clearly have substantial cyber assets. NERC's extensive compendium 

of Reliability Standards3 differentiates, i.e., separately lists CIP standards from a plethora 

of Operational (OT) standards, labeled BAL, COM, etc. These non-CIP standards' 

characterizations differing them from CIP standards, and are BES operational functions . 

There is no EPA 2005 Section 215 authorization for this policy and NERC is silent with no 

logical justification for such practice. This gives the nation's adversaries engaged in 

Supply Chain attacks freedom of choice on industry targets. 

Comment: As cited above, a significant element of Supply Chain attacks is the exploitation 

of extensive security vulnerabilities in commercial Information technologies (IT). Most 

utility operational capabilities use commercial systems for data management, 

communications interfaces, enterprise management systems. Many such commercial IT 

systems host security vendor software for gateway protection. Importantly, these IT 

systems underpin energy-unique systems supplied for control systems and other energy

unique functions. If vulnerable to cyberattack, they represent a major complication in 

defense of Supply Chain attacks although not explicitly identified as such in Order No. 850. 

In 2014, a Microsoft system vulnerability was, in fact, the major portal for the Russian 

Federation attack using previously (in 2012) hacked control systems of three major 

industry control system vendors. An FBI investigation report was never made public. 

Federation tools were accordingly updated and tested the following year in the Ukraine. 

That relationship to the 2014 U.S. attack was signicantly underplayed by FERC. 

8. BAL non-CIP standards are where Balancing Authorities these days make extensive use of 

DDR and Synchrophasor systems as well as Data Processing Centers to manage 

operational power flows. These tools are now the principal source of quality data 

supplementing SCADA flows with higher precision results. NERC and the industry 

assiduously avoid characterizing these operational cyber assets under CIP standards, but 

the Russian Federation is targeting them you can be sure; see Synchrophasor map on 

Page 13. 

9. Several other non-CIP Reliability Standards (e.g., COM, EOP) show clearly they are thinly 

-disguised efforts to keep Operational activities out of CIP categorization. Modern 

communications systems are heavily digital, highly automated, and therefore susceptible 

3 NERC publication titled : "Reliability Standards for the Bulk Electric Systems of North America, Updated January 
2, 2020". This publication hosts all Reliability Standards; both CIP and non-CIP . 
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to Supply Chain attacks. Many of the EOP, non-CIP standards involve digital systems 

whose loss would jeopardize the operation of the BES, incident identification and 

reporting, also available vectors for Supply Chain attacks but not covered by Order No. 

850. 

10. FAC standards, notably Facility Interconnection requirements, Transmission Vegetation 

Management, System Operating Limits, Maintenance, Transfer Limits, etc., involve 

complex data aggregations, interoperability capabilities, real time monitoring functions 

and a host of planning and data exchange capabilities. These non-CIP cyber asset activities 

are natural targets for sophisticated information operations and therefore Supply Chain 

attacks by the nation's adversaries. The PG&E massive data base compromise and the 

abject vegetation management failure of this major utility had deadly consequences. All 

these FAC functions are excluded from Order No. 850. 

11. The functions and capabilities required of Reliability Coordinators (RCs are major utilities) 

reflected in the /RO Reliability standard are replete with descriptions of data 

compilations, logging information and similar tools that are heavily automated both in 

data processing but also data exchange. Such activities are massive operational 

cybersecurity targets in the heart of the Bulk Electric System, but as with other non-CIP 

standards, not covered by Order No. 850. 

12. Transmission operations, TOP, is a catch-all Reliability Standard that ensures that each 

utility involved in operations understands its unique (i.e., individual utility) 

responsibilities to the overall BES. As such, every cyber asset and cyber system within a 

utility is, in principle, subject to all of the NERC Reliability Standards. TOP non-CIP 

standards requirements are totally oriented to "Operations" and include 24 separate 

requirements each dealing with real-time actions and protection function. There are 

separate requirements addressing planning, data collection and retention, and 

monitoring and analysis activities. TOP activities therefore require each utility to employ 

cyber assets/systems applicable to any Reliability-Standards requirement across its entire 

footprint, from Enterprise Management Systems to each substation's interface with 

Distribution Systems. There are no requirements citing Cybersecurity Standards, thus no 

obligatory utility linkages to Order No. 850. 

13. TPL, non-CIP Transmission System Planning Performance Requirements, is the Reliability 

Standards category describing all regulated functions involved in planning performance 

for the BES. Note that planning is collectively viewed as being so critical to the BES that 

utility's "performance" of the planning function is included in these standards. TPL 

therefore deals with cyber assets used in the performance of control systems, operations, 

data management, communications, monitoring and analysis. Although such TPL cyber 

systems are certain to be targeted by the nation's adversaries for Supply Chain 

vulnerabilities, they are excluded from Order No. 850 controls. 

14. TPL non-CIP standards are even more concerning on emerging national cyber threat 

issues coupled to modernization (e.g., Synchrophasors, GPS, and "natural" events; 

weather, climate-change solar/wind systems, and solar storms (Global Magnetic 
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Disturbances, GMD.) The GMD threat to the BES is well established through largely 

Canadian experiences, despite concerted efforts by the industry to avoid requirements 

for GIC devices and critical protection for step-up transformers in major areas of the 

Northeast, the Canadian Maritime Provinces, the Pacific Northwest. Note over 200 

Chinese high voltage transformers have been installed in the US, including 

Northwestern GMO-susceptible federal generation facilities. Significant TPL actions on 

cyber systems critical to GMO, forced on NERC and FERC by relentless pressure from 

technical and scientific sources, carefully avoid cybersecurity requirements in the 

extensive TPL GMO documentation. A reasonable assumption is that the Russian 

Federation might target those transformers in a "false flag" operation coupled to election 

intrusions. However, there are no hooks to Supply Chain controls, i.e., Order No. 850, in 

the extensive NERC Reliability Standards GMD documentation. 

15. VAR is a category of Reliability Standards that covers measurement, monitoring and 

control of real time voltages and reactive systems critical to the exchange of power from 

one utility to another. Power system stability is critical to functioning of the BES and VAR 

standards apply to systems important in the handoff of power from one utility to another. 

Cyber assets/cyber systems vulnerable through "Supply Chain" firmware or malware 

should be covered by Order No. 850, but VAR requirements are devoid of this factor. 

16. PRC Reliability standards include a massive set of over 30 BES Protection requirements 

covering Transmission, Generation and "connected" Distribution functions. Note this is 

the largest set of Reliability rules for protection of the Bulk Power System, what should 

be at the heart of Supply Chain protection needs, but they are non-CIP, not covered by 

Order No. 850. 

17. A revealing example of this non-CIP/CIP "digital divide" comes to light from a SERC RE 

Compliance audit4 that aggressively cited TVA for "serious" violations of PRC-001-1, 

maintenance failures of less than 1% of over 45000 TVA protection devices. TVA 

protested to no avail and since the SERC RE penalty assessment of $852,000 was null and 

void (TVA is a Federal Corporation), SERC RE sanctioned TVA for three years for quarterly 

reports on all 45000 protection devices. Part of the SERC RE charge incredibly claimed 

that TVA failed to consider CIP Communications risks in its violation of non-CIP Standards. 

18. PRC non-CIP requirements cover the entire gamut of BES cyber assets/cyber systems that 

involve BES Protection Systems. Requirements bear dates as early as 2005 to the present 

day. The Eastern Blackout of 2003 and the technical reviews that followed are the genesis 

of many of these requirements. More recent requirements arise from the trend to solar 

and wind generation and of course the complexity of absorbing such power into the grid. 

There are 476 pages devoted to PRC non-CIP Protection issues. Writeups are often 

lengthy and highly technical on complex engineering matters, a testimonial to hard 

working utility engineers and utility operators and executives who have engineered one 

of the marvels of modern American and Canadian technology. The simple table that 

4 NERC Full Notice of Penalty Re : Tennessee Valley Authority, Docket No. NP18-000, Ju ly 31, 2018 
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follows is included here to try to illustrate the comprehensive nature of Protection 

measures inherent in the BPS5
• Page counts are a good indicator of complexity. The PRC 

topics undoubtedly also reflect similar Distribution system functions. Note however that 
in scanning and assembling the foregoing summay, not a single cybersecurity mention 
was encountered. This was understandable in 2003; in 2019 it is incomprehensible. 
There were, however, frequent admonitions about the importance of communications 

systems to coordination, data exchange, real time calculations, measurements, and 

operations. 

RQMT Description Page Comment 

Count 

PRC-001-1 Protection Coordination System 6 Across Entities 

PRC-002-2 Disturbance Monitoring & Reporting 38 Data needs, precision 

PRC-004-5 Mis-operation, Identification, Correction 32 

PRC-004-6 WECC Remedial Action Scheme 7 Occasional Regional Variation 

PRC-005-lb Transmission& Generator Maint & Testing 40 Voltage/Current Sensing 
Device 

PRC-008-0 Under Frequency Load Shedding 2 Auto Switching 

PRC-010-2 Under Voltage Load Shedding 29 Transmission lines, Reactors 

PRC-011-0 Maintenance and Testing 2 Relays, Transformers, Batteries 

PRC-012-2 Remedial Action Scheme, RAS 49 Ditto 

PRC-013-1 RAS Database, Disturbance Monitoring 2 Installation, Data Recording 

Equip 

PRC-014-1 RAS Assessment 2 

PRC-015-1 RAS Data & Documentation-Capabilities 2 Coard Generator Unit & 

Plant Controls 

PRC-016-1 RAS Mis-operations 2 

PRC-017-1 RAS Maintenance and Testing 2 

PRC-018-1 Disturbance Monitoring Equipment 4 Data Reporting 

PRC-019-2 Coard Gen Unit and Plant capabilities 11 Voltage Regulation 

PRC-023-4 Coard Transmission Relay Loadability 15 Transformers !! ! 
PRC-024-2 Generator Freq & Voltage Protection 12 Relay Settings 

PRC-025-2 Generator Relay Loadability 114 Step-up Transformers 

Application Guidelines 1 

PRC-026-1 Relay Performance 84 During Stable Power Swings 

PRC-027-1 Coordination 17 Across Entities/Functions 

Total 476 

5 The 476 pages of text, data and diagrams show no coverage of cybersecurity standards or sensitivity of the cyber 
assets or cyber systems to vulnerabilities, even Supply Chain vulnerabilities. These are fundamental protection 
devices but reflect no cybersecurity protection. 
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There are 3X the number of pages in NERC's Reliability Standards publication devoted to non

CIP Standards compared to CIP standards. How, then, do the CIP Standards provide adequate 

security to BES cyber systems? Let's add the following CIP BES Transmission and Generator data 

to the above "Stack"to complete this summary of the focus of NERC Reliability Requirements. 

1. CIP-002 cyber system categorization excludes Nuclear sites and Distribution facilities, and 

of course Alaska and Hawaii, non-sensible but blame the EPA. But this CIP standard also 

excludes categorization of all BES Communications and Network cyber systems, despite 

contrary language in EPA Section 215. Why? Any examination of non-CIP standards 

shows that to have included this in CIP standards would compromise the separation of 

OT Operational standards from cybersecurity (CIP) envelopment. The previous chart 

shows why. 

2. NERC and FERC assert that CIP standards are conditioned on risk to the BES, not risks to 

the Grid writ large. This is absurd on the face of it; BES protection does not ensure 

protection of Distribution or Nuclear facilities. The nation's cyber adversaries have 

demonstrated ability to penetrate the overall Grid through multiple portals and move 

laterally. GAO has tasked FERC to show how the Grid would respond to simultaneous 

attacks. 6 Nevertheless, CIP-002 excludes from CIP standards any facility that does not 

pose a risk to the BES within 15 minutes of assault. Further, CIP also excludes from its 

standards, any facility/substation that is below a graduated set of MW limits for the BES, 

ignoring plausible attack vectors. Cyber systems also are graded into Low, Medium and 

High categories, dependent on impact of loss to the BES. 

3. Furthermore, it is left to individual utilities to define a cyber system subject to CIP 

standards; be it a single cyber asset, a collection of cyber assets, even an entire substation. 

This produced a weird set of disparate candidates for CIP v4, approximately only 5% of 

Transmission substations covered by CIP Standards. Even FERC could not stomach these 

numbers, CIP v4 gave way to CIP vs. Nevertheless, the candidate numbers did not change 

and FERC has steadfastly refused to divulge what is covered by CIP standards and what 

facilities are not. Thus, the very base for CIP coverage is unspecified and thus the actual 
cyber systems subject to Supply Chain Standards, Order No. 850 remains unknown, 
presumably even to NERC and FERC. 

6 GAO Report 19-332 Critical Infrastructure Protection, August 2019 
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Comment: NERC and FERC may try to assert that BPS Operations are exempt from cybersecurity 

controls or assert that CIP Standards are effective for all cyber systems in Reliability Standards labeled 
non-CIP in this filing. Either would be utter nonsense. The mass of documentation in NERC's non-CIP 

Reliability Standards compendium are totally devoid of CIP linkages. Further, Compliance audits avoid 

any cross connection. And given these major CIP-002 uncertainties, it is impossible to judge the efficacy 

of standards subordinate to CIP-002. Given what has preceded, in the foregoing stack, it is reasonable 
to assume this obscurity was by design. With the large number of variables on categorization of cyber 

assets and cyber systems, registered entities (utilities) could easily confuse compliance authorities (RCs) 
on periodic assessments. Very large utilities would incur increased costs if the conflict of CIP and non

CIP systems was exposed and use categorization vagueness to minimize such conflicts, for example in 
hundreds of substations housing both Transmission and Distribution assets. CIP-002 exceptions and 
vagueness make a nonsense of the term "standard" for the Bulk Power System. 

4. CIP-003 Security Management Controls assert separate protection requirements for 

medium/high impact and low impact cyber systems. A fundamental condition is that all 

electronic aspects involve a concept of a Secure Electronic Perimeter, given the total 
exclusion of communications and network cyber systems from CIP Standards. This is a 

theoretical but thoroughly impractical condition that ignores security of data flows and 

interactive electronic functions critical to operations, all of which would have to be 

ignored in compliance assessments. Even controls on vendors are impractical 

considering extensive direct maintenance contracted out. And those are ideal venues for 

Supply Chain attacks. Most other security management functions in this standard affect 

subsequent CIP standards (e.g., CIP 004 Personnel and Training). It is important to note 
that CIP-003 and subsequent standards detail management, planning and other, often 
idealistic, security hygienic functions and rigorously avoid direct relevance to 
Operations. 

5. CIP-004 Personnel and Training Standard exists as part of a suite of CIP Standards "related 
to cyber security, which require the initial identification and categorization of BES Cyber 
Systems and require a minimum level of organizational, operational, and procedural 
controls to mitigate risk to BES." There are, in fact, no linkages of this standard to actual 

"Operations". Operational here can only mean the functions of personnel security. Here 

again, the process involves the bureaucratic (documentation, planning, hygienic) stages 

of security management of BES Cyber Systems, not security management of utility's 
power operations (covered by non-CIP standards.) 

6. CIP-005 Electronic Security Perimeter standard, previously mentioned, is an artifice to 

account for exclusion of communications and networks from categorization of Cyber 

Systems. It is maddening to try to understand the standard, applicable only to BES Cyber 
Systems, when it cites registered entities such as Balancing Authorities controlling 
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systems such as load shedding, cranking paths, systems carried under non-CIP Reliability 

Standards. Is this the "carny" game of "which shell is the peanut under?" And "Each 
Responsible Entity shall implement one or more documented [processes, plan, etc]" is 

the end game, not "Operations". But let's take the 10,000 foot view and ask "How do 
tens of thousands Transmission, Generator and Distribution Provider ESPs in a 
connected Grid, lacking cybersecurity controls on their ESP communications and 
network connectivity, protect even the Bulk Electric System from penetration, and more 

importantly, Supply Chain attacks? More utter nonsense. 

7. CIP-006 Physical Security of BES Cyber Systems, CIP-007 Systems Security Management, 

CIP-008 Incident Reporting and Response Planning and CIP-009 Recovery Plans for BES 

Cyber Systems is more of the same. Applicability to BES Cyber Systems is asserted but 

applicability to Cyber Systems organic to Operational functions, i.e., cyber assets of non

CIP cyber systems with different Reliability Standards. This conundrum is not addressed 
in Order No. 850, Supply Chain Standards. 

8. CIP-010 Configuration Change Management and Vulnerability Assessments purpose is to 

prevent and detect unauthorized changes to BES Cyber Systems. In respect to systems 

not categorized as such, i.e., Operational Cyber Systems under non-CIP Reliability 

Standards, it has no applicability. The use of cyber security controls refers specifically to 

controls referenced and applied according to CIP-005 and CIP-007. Therefore, if those 

standards only apply to cyber assets categorized under CIP-002 as BES Cyber Systems, 

CIP-010 is further excluded from applying to non-CIP Reliability Standards. CIP-011 Cyber 

Security Information Protection is to prevent unauthorized access to BES Cyber System 

Information and therefore is linked only to foregoing CIP standards. 

9. C/P-012 Cyber Security - Communications between Control Centers is to protect the 

confidentiality and integrity of Real-time Assessment and Real-time monitoring data 

transmitted between Control Centers. It is not an exception to CIP 002 since it deals with 

data exchange, not the communications media itself. Also, although it is a CIP standard, 

its only requirement is for a "plan" on how protection is applied, and stops short of any 

reference to Cyber Assets or Cyber Systems. FERC had originally directed NERC to 

"develop modifications to the CIP Reliability Standards to require responsible entities to 
implement controls to protect, at a minimum, communication links and sensitive bulk 
electric system data communicated between bulk electric system Control Centers.". 
However, the requirement to protect, at a minimum, communication links was dropped 

in the final Order No. 822 rule . Thus, the CIP-002 exception was essentially retained. 

10. C/P-013 Cyber Security - Supply Chain Risk Management addresses Order No. 829 

directives for entities to implement a plan(s) that includes processes for mitigating cyber 

security risks in the supply chain. Implementation of the cyber security risk management 

plan(s) does not require the Responsible Entity to renegotiate or abrogate existing 

contracts. The plan(s) would apply to BES medium and high impact but not low impact 

Cyber Systems. And while the plan(s} must address ... ... . 
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(1) Software integrity and authenticity 

(2) Vendor remote access 

(3) Information system planning; and 

(4) Vendor risk management and procurement controls, 

.. ....... but there are no meaningful guidelines for plan(s) to ensure effective 

mitigation of risks and no "standardization" of measures to ensure effectiveness, across 

1400 Registered Entities separate Order No. 850 plans. 

Comment: The Order No. 850 Supply Chain standard hardly exceeds good hygienic security 

procedures for ordinary procurements and implementations. It totally fails to recognize the 

sophistication of adversaries' cyber capabilities and the realities of flaws and vulnerabilities of 

commercial IT systems linked to energy industry vendor offerings. And inclusion of access 

control systems, e.g., EACMS, is delayed several years. Further, a single, recent CISCO 

vulnerability assessment, for example, listed over 3600 CVEs that are totally beyond a utility's 

ability to understand, let alone relate to unique energy industry products. Supply Chain threats 

are at a stage where the only sensible activity in a proposed Supply Chain Standard is 

Whitelisting and Blacklisting, and, in the interest of costs, a funded, industry-wide vulnerability 

evaluation program for critical procurements. FERC Order no . 850 is dead on arrival. 

"Exposure" Summary 
It is admittedly difficult for anyone caught up in the cyber risks to this nation to 

understand the actual effects of the foregoing summary of flaws in what is defended as 

protection for the Bulk Electric System. It is probably more complex than predicting the economic 

aftereffects of the current pandemic. But experts in the five or six critical infrastructures, 

including the Conus national security functions, have grave concerns and some actual 

experiences (i.e., malware-related election intrusions), in the capabilities of the Russian 

Federation to seriously disrupt the Grid. The current Congress in bi-partisan frustration created 

the Congressional Cyberspace Solarium Commission to address cyber threats to the nation and 

is strongly recommending a National Deterrence Policy. That key finding is driven by a prior 

Defense Science Board Deterrence recommendation directly coupled to national security risks of 

a Grid takedown. FERC has had this filer's interventions on precisely this evolution, yet continues 

abetting these risks from the Federation out of deference other industry priorities. 

Comment: At this point, what should be obvious to any reader of this filing is that Regulators are excluding 

most if not all operational functions of the BES from cybersecurity controls, This was clearly not the intention 

of Congress in its EPA legislation of 2005. Nevertheless, Standards authorities (e.g., NERC and FERC) have 

created a CIP and non-CIP separation of operational systems and non-operational systems and have been 

careful to maintain this separation in regulatory matters since implementation of Section 215 of the EPA. This 

has required cooperation between utilities, NERC, and FERC taking conspiracy to defeat EPA Section 215 to 

new heights. Reliability Coordinators have been careful to avoid compliance monitoring of very large utilities 

for fear of exposing the seams of this digital divide. Conflation of CIP and non-CIP standards has been 

rigorously avoided . Minimization of compliance reporting, redactions and CEIi are used to further obscure the 

near-universal avoidance of cybersecurity controls on most operational cyber assets. 



Compliance(?) 
There is little point to repeat in this filing the many issues raised by this, and other filers 

over the last eight years expressing fears of Supply Chain vulnerabilities, actual subversion of 

vendors' systems used in the Grid, related malware challenges, and systemic weaknesses in CIP 

Standards. A few highlights are in order, however. 

l 000 

·-

1. Redactions of RC compliance assessments including utility identifications7 is being 

challenged, in FOIA cases, but what has remained obscure is NERC's steady attack on 

any public awareness. While not quite successful in convincing FERC of the need, it 

has steadily whittled down the process with FERC until it is practically meaningless. 

Witness what the following chart reveals in the trend to zero compliance: 

Resolution of NERC Reliability Standard Violations 

■ Compliance Except ion 

■ Find•F1x-Track-Report 

■ Notice of Pcn~lty- Monctary 

a Notice of Pcnalty-- No Fine 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 201S 2016 2017 2018 

F1hng Year 

Courtesy of the Foundation for Resilient Societies 

2. Modernization activities often complicate the NERC/FERC cybersecurity regime. 

Nowhere is this more evident than in the Synchrophasor evolution from utilities' 

digital data recorder {DDR) systems to capture in real time, power fluctuations for 

stability maintenance or post-event analysis. In due course, these systems wired 

together in networks with centers for data processing totally compromises the 

separation of Transmission systems and Distribution systems, as can be seen on the 

map that follows. NERC's CIP Standards, or even the other, cybersecurity-unprotected 

NERC Reliability Standards cannot admit even the existence of these technologies and 

networks. 

7 Protest and Comments of Michael Mabee, Dockets RMlS-4-000, RM16-22-000, RM17-1-000, RD18-4-000, April 

10, 2020 
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Modernization of the electric grid is relentless, examples are in solar and wind 

power generation and energy storage. And chasing Synchrophasors is a major upgrade 

in precision measurement, which in combination with machine learning will lead to 

extensive automation ofthe overall system.8 NERC and FERC must realize they are fighting 

a loosing battle in minimizing cybersecurity protection for the Grid . Indeed, the 

separation of State authorities from Federal authorities is now being challenged by 

modernization . 

3. Several audits of very large, multi-state utilities have exposed seams in the NERC/FERC 

regime. 

The Duke Energy audit redacted in a 700+ page NoP9 reported on 127 separate 

infractions of CIP Standards. None of these violations applied directly to Duke Energy 

operations; operations of cyber assets critical to the protection of generation, 

transmission and distribution of electric power. Further, no unredacted audit of the 

non-CIP Reliability Standards of Duke Energy linked to these 127 violations could be 

identified in the NERC audit database. Thus we are asked to believe that all the 

linkages between CIP Standards and non-CIP standards, i.e., the cyber assets and 

cyber systems audited in 127 instances had no critical effect on the cyber assets and 

8 NASPI "Synchronized Measurements and their Application to Distribution Systems, DRAFT, An Update", May 12, 
2020 
9 Full Notice of Penalty NP19-4-000 Docket January 25, 2019 
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cyber systems otherwise described in the non-CIP NERC Reliability Standards 

publication including any cyber assets/cyber systems reflected in the 467 page PRC 

chart on page 7. The NERC/FERC scheme is simply mind boggllng. 

Conversely, the SERC RE non-CIP audit of the Tennessee Valley Authority, a 

Federal Corporation, from 2015-201810 revealed a direct connection between a PRC-

001 violation of maintenance and testing of 45000 operational protection devices and 

CIP standards. This was mistakenly cited in the Settlement Agreement. Conveniently, 

for the auditors, CIP-002-S(la) lists communications and networks as being exempt 

from CIP standards. 

Summary and Conclusion 

This filing's depiction of the cybersecurity regime that the industry, its ERO (NERC), and 

FERC created under Federal Power Act, Section 215 tasking, reveals the Act's intention was quite 

deliberately distorted to insulate, repeat insulate BPS Operations from effective federal 

cybersecurity controls. A set of Operational Reliability Standards, largely in existence before 

2005, was maintained apart from CIP standards in the extended 2010-2012 period leading to CIP 

v3, the first FERC-approved cybersecurity standards. Today, they continue to exist separately 

from CIP vS/6 cybersecurity standards. And an organized coverup of the resultant gaps in overall 

cybersecurity for the entire North American Grid continues, everything from systematic 

avoidance of meaningful compliance with the weak CIP standards, to enormous payoffs to key 

Congressional energy committees, a war chest funded by excess profits conveniently provided 

by padded FERC-approved tariffs. 11 

To extend this conspiracy throughout intervening years, a policy and practice of obscuring 

the implementation of this regime took several additional forms -- minimization of public 

knowledge of vulnerabilities, suppression of incident reporting of actual incursions by 

adversaries, denial of relevant adversary testing of malware abroad, misleading testimony 

before Congress, and misuse of CEIi (Critical Enterprise Infrastructure Information) in sanitization 

of utility compliance audits. And now underway is promotion of Senate Bill 5.3688 to codify 

misused CEIi procedures. 

These practices have aided and abetted the threat to hazard the Grid, national elections, 

and invade social media. The seams in this NERC/FERC regime have widened, an Executive Order 

complicates procurements and a Congressional Commission is forcing a national deterrence 

10 See Footnote 4. 
11 "Operator of Power Grid Accused of Overcharging Utility Customers Billions of Dollars" Tom Johnson I March 
17, 2020 I Energy & Environment. Study faults PJM Interconnection for inaccurately forecasting energy 
requirements and sticking utility customers with the costs. PJM is the largest U.S. Transm ission Operator, 14 States 
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policy that must defeat S.3688 to be effective. FOIAs and lawsuits are forcing the industry and 

FERC to greater coverup lengths. As a 60-year veteran of cyber wars, there is not a chance those 

practices contribute to Security in the National Grid, rather they are efforts to keep federal 

cybersecurity regulation at arm's length. In fact, and to this experienced cryptologist, the 

technical and procedural content of the NERC publication "Reliability Standards for the Bulk 

Electric Systems of North America11 has undoubtedly proven far more valuable to Russia and 

China than all of the CEIi-protected violation reports, together. 

Further, the Commission should really recognize that their practice of "Security Through 

Obscurity" is causing grave risks to Distribution facilities and local gas, electric firms, and also to 

the national security facilities, dependent on commercial power. Hopefully, this filing should help 

the Congress, the federal government, state PUCs, and the public to understand what has been 

in play. The commission may wish to deny the conclusions of this filing but they would be better 

advised to actively support the Congressional cyberspace Solarium Commission's efforts to 

authorize a deterrence policy that would buffer the Grid from attacks and permit a far less costly 

industry protection regime. 

Respectfully Submitted 

George R. Cotter 

CC: 

Director Federal Bureau of Investigation 

Chairman, SEC 

50 State PUCs 

Congressional Cyberspace Solarium Commission 

Secretary Department of Energy 

Secretary, Department of Defense 

Commander, Cyber Command/Director National Security Agency 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

2nd Motion to Intervene in Dockets) 

Related to Critical Infrastructure) 

Reliability Standards) 

Introduction 

(Docket No. EL20-46-000 

(Docket No. AD20-19-000 

(Docket No. RM20-12-000 

The FERC Staff White Paper1, Docket No. AD20-19-000 asserts "In general, NERC 
recognizes the BES to include all Transmission Elements operated at 100 kV or higher and Real 
Power and Reactive Power resources connected at 100 kV or higher." And it further states "The 
electric transmission grid has many components that are vulnerable to cyber-attacks, and a 
cyber-attack against high voltage transformers or other large equipment used to support 
transformer functions can have a large impact on the transmission system." Warnings such as 

these are standard fare when linked to proposed increases in tariffs but actually are hollow when 

examined in parallel with current BES cybersecurity practices as documented in this filer's first 

Motion to lntervene2 in Docket No. EL-46-000. 

Discussion 

The CIP Standard 002-5.la may require the cataloging of cyber assets as BES cyber 

systems if satisfying certain time and metric BES risk requirements, but the wealth of evidence in 

my prior Motion to Intervene on Docket EL20-46-000 shows that grid Operations do not enjoy 

cybersecurity controls for the type assets cited above. Is this a scheme to reward utilities with 

higher user-funded tariffs without any significant improvement in BES cybersecurity? If not, they 

kindly explain how masses of BAL, IRO, PRC etc. reliability requirements in NERC's January 2020 

update can be safely used, Operationally, without a semblance of cybersecurity controls that 

would also be required. 

Please spare this filer and the public, any assertion that CIP standards do apply. Major, 

detailed linkages to and among the Cyber Assets listed in the NERC Reliability Standards3 

document would be critical to such a claim. Furthermore, CIP Standards subordinate to CIP-002-

5 bear no relation to what would be needed for linkages to the excluded Operational Reliability 

Requirements. That NERC document does contain many examples of critical communications 

1 CYBERSECURITY INCENTIVES POLICY WHITE PAPER, June 18, 2020 Docket No. AD20-19-000 
2 George R. Cotter, Motion to Intervene, April 11, 2020 Docket No. EL-46-000 
3 NERC Reliability Standards for the Bulk Electric Systems of North America, Updated January 2020 



and network linkages to facilitate Operational data exchange and coordination efforts which of 

course explains NERC's successful effort in early CIP days in excluding communications and 

networks from CIP Standards. Linkages such as these would have required substantial changes 

to the follow-on CIP Standards to address Operational factors, complications that NERC was 

anxious to avoid. 

As an example, NERC must explain how CIP Standards/ail to apply in the TVA Compliance 

Audit NP19-14-000 involving PRC-005-lb violations? 

As another test, NERC must examine the attached summary of CIP standards violations 

extracted from the heavily-redacted Duke Energy compliance audit 2015-2018, Docket NP19-4-

0004 and address the question: Where is the comparable SERC RE audit of Duke Energy's 

performance on PRC-005-lb, similar to the TVA audit, occurring at the same time. There were 

127 Duke Energy violations attributed to the listed CIP standards, violations that are 

management, security process, access, configuration management and other facility hygienic 

controls. Not one of these 127 violations had a semblance of linkage to Duke Energy Operational 

activities, i.e., the 24/7 control of power movement from Generation facilities through Duke 

Energy Transmission systems to Distribution systems to client-serving utilities. 

These are just two of hundreds of cases of apparently unprotected BES Operational 

functions involving a myriad of BES cyber assets and cyber systems. Of course, FERC could claim 

that there was never any intention to apply CIP Standards to Operationally-critical 

assets/systems; the functions embodied in CIP Standards were sufficient to cyber-protect such 

Operational functions . That would be virtually impossible given the extensive unprotected 

exposure of cyber assets reflected in the NERC compendium and direct vendor access to such 

cyber assets. Indeed, the BES is paying a real risk in its exclusion of communications and networks 

from CIP-002-5.la. 

Open Questions on Staff White Paper, Docket No. ADl0-19-000 

The bottom line here is that the Staff White Paper cannot be fully assessed unless and 

until FERC addresses the following issues: 

1. What percentage of BES generation, transmission and associated Distribution facilities 

are covered and not covered by CIP Standards? {No CEIi protestations, please.) 

2. Can FERC or NERC Identify the actual cybersecurity controls applied to non-CIP Reliability 

Standard cyber assets in NERC's Reliability Standards document update, January 2020? 

{No CEIi protestations, please.) 

3. How does the Staff White Paper propose to apply voluntary cybersecurity measures to 

utilities involved in the hybrid Transmission/Distribution Synchrophasor networks? See 

Appendix 2. 

4 NERC Full Notice of Penalty, NP19-4-000 January 25, 2019 



4. Are the NIST options limited to the NIST Framework or do they extend to NIST Standards, 

{SP800-53v5)? Note BES Federal Corporations employ a mixture of NIST Standards, NERC 

(non-CIP) Regulatory Standards, and CIP Standards. 

5. Are the proposed tariff options actually meant to cover Operational cybersecurity costs 

incurred voluntarily by utilities but not approved by the 50 states since such costs lack 

coverage by CIP Standards? 

Open Questions on the FERC Notice of Inquiry, Docket No. RMl0-12-000 

1. Although stated as a product of a FERC Staff study of CIP gaps compared with the NIST 

Framework, do the inquiries reflect a NERC effort to extend CIP Standards to justify in 

part, tariff options to cover cybersecurity costs voluntarily adopted by BES utilities? An 

example would be the impressive TVA Chattanooga 24/7 cybersecurity center, and other 

TVA costs of voluntary cybersecurity initiatives. 

2. What jurisdictional conflicts exist between FERC, the NRC and individual states on the 

cybersecurity responsibility for protection ofthe hybrid Synchrophasor complex depicted 

in the map in Appendix 2? Note that the NERC/NRC agreement on off-site power supply 

to nuclear sites is seriously in need of replacement, in view of reported Russian 

Federation reconnaissance of such facilities. 

3. Given the hint of potential use of NIST Standards,5 not merely the Framework, should 

FERC "inquire" whether voluntary adoption of NIST Standards should be a BES utility 

option after formal declaration of a National Deterrence Policy? 

Summary and Conclusions 

CIP Standards have been described by this filer for years as a "House of Cards". They have 

served only to narrowly protect a utility's "House" and not its "Operations" . Although BES cyber 

assets are defined as affecting BES "Operations"6, huge exceptions in NERC's Reliability Standards 

render the definition moot. It appears certain to this filer that there is no reasonable explanation 

for the deliberate exclusion of Operational systems cyber assets from cybersecurity standards; a 

profound obligation levied on NERC and FERC under EPA amendments in 2005. While this may 

appear to have been necessary in 2008 for an industry of approximately 1400 independent 

"Registered Entities", determination to maintain industry control of regulatory activities 

apparently predominates. This, in combination with industry and regulator combined efforts to 

obscure attacks and cover-up compliance failures e.g., CEIi, has given our nation/state 

5 NIST SP800-53a Revs. "This publication provides a catalog of security and privacy controls for federal 
informationsystems and organizations to protect organizational operations and assets, individuals, other 
organizations, and the Nation from a diverse set of threats and risks, including hostile attacks, natural disasters, 
structural failures, human errors, and privacy risks." 
6 NERC defines BES CyberAsset as a "Cyber Asset that if rendered unavailable, degraded, or misused would, within 
15 minutes of its required operation, misoperation, or non-operation, adversely impact one or more Facilities, 
systems, or equipment, which, if destroyed, degraded, or otherwise rendered unavailable when needed, would 
affect the reliable operation of the Bulk Electric System." 



adversaries over a decade's advantage in cyber warfare capabilities, with the nation's recovery 

being very uncertain. 

It thus appears next to impossible at this late date to develop cybersecurity standards to 

envelop BES, Distribution and Nuclear Operational activities, sufficient to deter nation/state 

cyber offenders. This was the conclusion of the DoD Scientific Advisory Board7 in their 2017 

recommendation for a National Deterrence Policy; reaffirmed as the primary recommendation 

of the recent Congressional Cyberspace Solarium Commission report.8 

Raising the ante for ratepayers as proposed in the FERC Staff White Paper is not 

something Congress should permit, with regulatory cybersecurity malfeasance slowly leaking out 

of the 2005 EPA. And tinkering with CIP Standards will continue to leave major Grid Operational 

systems unprotected. Rather, the Senate and House Energy Committees should rapidly endorse 

the CSC Deterrence recommendations and order a total industry reset to much simpler and less 

costly cybersecurity controls, safely ensconced behind a National Deterrence Policy 

announcement and U.S. Military retaliation for threats to America's critical civil infrastructures. 

Attachments: 

Appendix 1: Summary of Duke Energy Compliance Violations 

Appendix 2: Synchrophasor Sites in the North American Electric Grid 

Respectfully Submitted, 

George R. Cotter 

7 DoD DSB Task Force on Cyber Deterrence, February 2017 
8 Congressional Cyberspace Symposium Report, March 2020 



Summary of Duke Energy Compliance Violations 

002-5.la Rl - Categorization of Cyber Assets 

003-3 R4 - Protection of Critical Cyber Information 

003-4 R6 - Configuration Management 

004-3a R4 - Revocation of Access Rights 

004-6 R4 - Unescorted Physical Access 

004-6 RS - Revocation of Unescorted Physical Access 

004-3a R2 - Cybersecurity Training 

004-6 R2 - Electronic Access before Training 

005-1 (and 3a) Rl - Protection of non-critical Cyber Asset in ESP 

005-5 Rl - Deny Access by Default Rules not Posted 

005-3a R2 - Organizational Mechanisms for Electronic Access 

Appendix 1. 

005-5 R2 - Interactive Remote Access not thru Intermediate System 

006-3c Rl - Maintenance of 6 wall PSP after Upgrade 

006-6 Rl - Physical access controls for Unescorted access to PSP 

006-3c R2 - PACS user accounts for access permissions 

006-6 R2 - Continuous escorting within PSP 

006-3c R4 - Controls to manage access to PSP 

006-3c RS - Immediate Review of Unauthorized Access to PSP 

007-6 Rl - Enabling logical network accessible ports 

007-3a R3 - Failure to access security patches within 30 days 

007-6 R3 - Methods to deter, detect, prevent malicious code 

007-6 R4 - Security event monitoring 

007-3a RS - Sharing user name, password to access devices 

007-6 RS - System access controls to Cas withing ESPs 

007-3a R6 - Security monitoring controls for automated or manual alerts 

007-3a R7 - Chain of custody process on device removal 

007-3a R8 - Cyber vulnerability assessment action plan 

007-3a R9 - Documentation of modifications to ESP systems and Controls within 30 days 

009 6 R2 - Failure to include EACMSs in testing of Recovery Plan 

009-6 R3 - Inclusion of EACMS in reviews and updates of Recovery Plan 

010-2 Rl - Maintenance of accurate baseline configuration 

010 2 R2 - Monitoring changes to Baseline configurations once every 35 days 

010-2 R3 - Active vulnerability assessment of PCA before deployment 

010-2 R4 - Implementation of documented plans for Transient Cyber Assets 

011-2 R2 - Protection of BES Cyber System Information 

011-2 R2 - Protection of BSCI iaw Information Protection Program 

014-2 Rl - Removal Error in Risk Assessment 



Appendix 2. 

Synchrophasor Sites In The North American 
Electric Grid 

NAsi>I 

Notes: 

1. Courtesy of NASPI web site, 2017 version. 

2. Threat annotations are the authors. 
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3. A larger scale version of this map would show communications and network linkages 

and a clearer depiction of Transmission and Regional Data Center Concentrator Sites. 

4. No effort is made to depict Transmission Facilities separately from Distribution Sites. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

BEFORE THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION 

3rd Motion to Intervene in Dockets) 

Related to Critical Infrastructure) 

Reliability Standards) 

Introduction 

(Docket No. EL20-46-000 

(Docket No. AD20-19-000 

(Docket No. RM20-12-000 

A recent joint Cybersecurity Advisory titled "NSA and CISA Recommend Immediate 

Actions to Reduce Exposure Across all Operational Technologies and Control Systems"1 

described steps to be taken immediately to address risks to critical infrastructures from the 

nation's adversaries, risks focused on OT and Control Systems known to be vulnerable to malware 

attacks and held in high priority by the nation's cybersecurity adversaries. Previous filings on 

these dockets built the case for the Bulk Electric Systems (BES} being a major example of OT 

and Control System vulnerabilities since BES cyber assets controlling real time operational 

power flows are devoid of cybersecurity protections. Thus, this joint guidance issuance has the 

BES OT and Control Systems directly in its gunsights, unless of course FERC and NERC attempt to 

further cloud this reality from the organizations that issued the guidance, the Congress, and the 

public. This 3rd Motion to Intervene in related FERC dockets is intended to convince FERC and its 

overseers, the Congress, DOE and OHS, and the Administration to address this self-induced 

vulnerability, hopefully in parallel with the declaration of a National Deterrence Policy and 

Strategy that puts the North American Grid off-limits to the nation's adversaries. 

Background 

Few individuals and even fewer organizations can fathom the complexities of this 

engineering marvel --the nation's electric system, the complex of thousands of independent and 

semi-independent utilities that over the past hundred years or more have successfully connected 

and modernized their generation, transmission and distribution systems. However, it became 

increasingly difficult to create wide area power flows without developing and agreeing on 

conformance standards that would produce reliable power service to industry and the public. 

The reliability standards that work so well today grew out of a half century of collaboration, 

initially between a few utilities but ultimately through regional and national cooperation and 

regulation. This of course also required regulation of power markets and controlling tariffs, 

1 NSA and CISA Recommend Immediate Actions to Reduce Exposure Across all Operational Technologies and 

Control Systems, July 22, 2020 
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necessarily split between the federal and state levels (power flows arbitrarily labelled 

"Transmission" and "Distribution" systems, respectively.) 

Growth and Grid integration had succeeded well until the major Northeast power outage 

of 2003, a cascading outage that exposed deep technical and operational flaws in the Grid. The 

joint US/Canadian study that followed for almost two years resulted in a major rewrite of the 

Energy Power Act of 2005. Cybersecurity had emerged over the previous decade that raised 

national concerns on the vulnerability of critical infrastructures including the electric Grid, and 

Congress added a new section 215 to the EPA that empowered an industry "not for profit" 

corporation , NERC, as the Electric Reliability Organization (ERO) responsible for developing 

cybersecurity standards for the Bulk Electric System and the Federal Regulatory Energy 

Commission for their oversight. 

Critical Infrastructure Protection {CIP) Standards 

CIP Standards have had a rocky evolution beginning with CIP vl under FERC Order No. 

706 in January 2008, with several iterations leading eventually to a version, CIP v3 formally 

approved in 2010 under FERC Order No. 712. FER C's approval came with directions for further 

modifications leading to CIP v4 to be followed rapidly with CIP vs. The nearly continuous iteration 

between the industry, the NERC standards development teams, and FERC occurred throughout. 

One continuing disconnect was uncertainty over which Cyber systems would be covered by 

versions of standards. Statistics were publicly revealed for CIP v4; widely variant across eight 

Reliability Entities. 2 CIP v4 was approved by FERC but never really implemented by NERC. FERC 

approved CIP v5 in Order 791 on November 22, 2013, the first semi-stable version, but fully 8 

years after passage of the EPA. Changes to CIP v5 trickled out but were eventually added to CIP 

v5 in an expanded CIP v5/v6. 

The evolution of CIP Standards occurred out of the public and congressional 

consciousness but did extensively involve industry leadership, exercising control of the NERC 

Board of Trustees, a substantial NERC staff with oversight of a succession of standards bodies, 

and FERC which ultimately had to go through the formalities of public review of standards. 

Industry positions on contentious issues were strongly supported by active industry 

organizations, NEI, EPRI, etc.3 However, cyber vulnerabilities were seldom discussed and threats, 

almost never. As the Russian Federation began incursions in 2012 (supply chain penetrations) 

and active attacks in 2014 (with extensive malware testing in the Ukraine in 2015 and 2016), 

2 Characterization of CIP facilities averaged less than 10% for Generator, Transmission and Distribution satisfying 
the " BES impact within 15 minutes" guidance in CilP v4, substantially unchanged in transition to CIP vs. 
3 See Tom Aldrich Blog dated Monday, January 1, 2018 "An (Impressionistic) History of NERC CIP" . This "history" of 
CIP evolution provides a capsule (but biased) review of this evolution, a near continuous exercise in futility, a back 
and forth contest between an industry that viewed cybersecurity regulations as a reversal of federal deregulation, 
and a Regulatory Commission obviously sensitive to the increasing threat from Russia but lacking the depth and 
continuity to hold NERC in check. 
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NERC and FERC showed little inclination to link cyber standards to BES vulnerabilities and 

Federation threats. An FBI report on the 2014 incursions was never publicly released. 

CIP Compliance 

CIP standards compliance audits largely by Reliability Entities (RE's) essentially mandated 

by the EPA but under control of NERC, were slow to emerge. Depending on severity of the 

infraction, these could range from self-reported by utilities with little or no penalty to lengthy 

assessments by RE's with financial fines and/or sanctions. NERC's annual, generalized Compliance 

report to FERC has consistently requested that all compliance reporting be made non-public. 

FERC has never agreed although succumbing to pressures to substantial weakening of 

compliance programs and, more critically, substantial redactions in published assessments to 

hide violations, utility identifications and almost anything that would trace to the violator. The 

practice is ostensibly to protect information that could be used by an attacker but without 

documentation of cause and effect, but is more likely intended to protect utilities from liability 

charges by the SEC, insurance firms, and the public. These practices have been contested by 

public-spirited individuals and organizations. The industry succeeded in getting some protection 

written into the FAST Act and has recently succeeded in getting comprehensive support in a 

proposed Senate Bill (s .3688} dedicated to outlawing FOIA's, regulatory filings, and actions by 

State PUCs. 

Cybersecurity-Related Developments 

That a disaggregated electric industry has faced many apparently adverse developments 

over the past two decades4 that affect implementation of cybersecurity controls will not be 

debated. These include cybersecurity issues associated with groundbreaking changes in energy 

sources (solar, wind), nation-wide environmental concerns with pollution from coal and other 

thermal energy sources, fracking for oil and gas, energy industry economic competition, climate 

change contentions, threats to the industry from nation/states and criminal groups, and 

modernization pressures, induced by all of the foregoing. 

Among all modernization activities has been the clash between utility independence and 

utility interdependencies; critical engineering issues arising from the peculiarities of "electricity", 

its stability, integration pressures that result in lengthening of power flows, and growth and 

complexity of power demands. Automation of inter-utility systems is a constant concern. 

Sensors are essential, the trends from analogue to digital controls, data exchanges and the like 

have increased in complexity. Over several decades the use of digital data recorders (DDRs) to 

record and manage current, voltage, frequency and phase conditions in power exchanges 

4 This exposition will only address major cybersecurity related developments since the implementation of PD 63 in 
19981 
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between utilities. They have largely been replaced by "Synchrophasor Systems feeding SCADA 

systems supporting energy management 

There has been an explosion of "Synchrophasor Systems" higher precision 

instrumentation replacing DDRs. With precise timing system accuracies, these permit wide area 

coordination of power flows and, in fact, have been useful in resolving wide area "flaws" in 

generation systems and interconnections. Data collections and their aggregations at processing 

centers amount to a Synchrophasor explosion, easily seen on the following map, produced by 

NASPI, an informal association of utility users. These systems are now the principal input to 

management of Distribution systems across the lower 48. 

Networked PMUs and Synchrophasor 
Data Flows in the North American Power Grid 

.. ., 
••• • 

Synchrophasors and CIP Standards 

Legend 

e PMU Locations * Transmission Owner Oata Concentrator * Regional Oata Concentrator 
/ data up to reliabil ity coordinator 

/ data between re liabil ity coordinators 

/ peer to peer data exchange 

w1r,, ,,,,.,,.,,_...,, • .,_,,,. .,.o, M,-y20 l 7 

A reasonable question, therefore, is how does this modernization initiative interface with 

CIP Standards, since these systems are not only extensively used in the BES but also must be the 

principal means for controlling operational power flows from Transmission networks to and 

through, Distribution networks. Strangely, Synchrophasor technologies appear to be totally 

missing from any description or categorization of BES Cyber Systems. Not a mention, Nil. Well, 

how are they reflected in the massive NERC Reliability Standards document5 that contains, in 

enormous detail, the engineering standards that essentially control the technical interfaces for 

5 NERC Reliability Standards for the North American Bulk Power System, Updated June 23, 2020 
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all networks, and digital (cyber) devices used to manage operational power flows? A once-over 

examination of thousands of pages of such standards fails to turn up any references to 

Synchrophasor systems, although their earlier characterization, DD Rs, are prominently featured. 

Furthermore, the term is also missing from CIP sections of the NERC Reliability Standards 

document. 

There could be only one reason for this anomaly, deliberate suppression of this 

modernization program . Why? One possible answer is that the industry and NERC did not want 

any questions raised on how, repeat how, power flows from the OP-protected BES Cyb er Systems 

into unprotected Distribution networks could be managed? But of course, CIP-002 exclusions of 

communications and networks (from the inception of CIP, a profound exclusion mystery) meant 

that these power flows were not, technically, in conflict with CIP cybersecurity regulations. Did 

this mean that all Grid operational power flows have been deliberately left unprotected by CIP 

cyber regulations since the passage of the EPA? Regrettably, the answer is yes. 6 

Further Indications of Deliberate Exclusion from CIP 

Did this revelation imply that other CIP Standards or their requirements bypassed (i.e., 

had no effect) on operational power flows? Regrettably, the answer is also yes. Engineering 

(non-CIP) Reliability Standards show no linkages between (l)systems and technologies 

controlling operational power flows, and (2) CIP Standards. This is extensively documented for 

both non-CIP Reliability Standards and CIP Standards in my initial Motion to Intervene filing on 

Docket No. EL20-46-000 dated April 11, 2020. For example, in over 470 pages of technical data 

on Protection Systems (PRC) summarized in a table on page 8, in that Motion to Intervene. 

Digital (i.e., cyber) systems show no cybersecurity requirements or CIP references in this 

extensive tutorial on Protection Systems. And further, while CIP Standard 002 has occasional 

references to Reliability Standards (such as PRC), these references discribe boundary conditions 

for categorization decisions, not requirements for CIP protection. 

One of the major issues complicating application of CIP Standards to operational power 

flows are important differences between Reliability Entities (example: Balancing Authorities) on 

some Reliability Standards. As integration of utilities occurred in the early Grid, connectivity 

needs required agreement on power metrics, e.g, frequency and phase variations in power flows. 

This of course led to the creation of NERC and Reliability Regions and standardization. Differences 

between Reliability Entities persist to this day, Balancing Authorities (BAs) must oversee agreed 

boundary metrics for operational power flows between Reliability Regions. The current issue of 

NERC's Reliability Standards on BAL standards, their calculation, boundary conditions, 

development history, persistent differences across major interconnections, variances for several 

6 It is important to note that this analysis addresses only regulatory cybersecurity provisions. An individual utility 
may voluntarily adopt security features such as encryption of data flows, internal access controls over operational 
data flow cyber assets, etc. Indeed, in 50/50 funding of Synchrophasor implementations, DoE left it to utilities to 
include or exclude encryption from their grant proposals. 
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BAs. The current publication exhaustively describes engineering standards in many other 

categories though also without linkages to cybersecurity requirements. With the multilevel 

standards approval process- industry, Reliability Entity, SDT, NERC Board of Trustees, FERC NOPR 

and Final Rule, there are myriad opportunities to consider cybersecurity protection requirements 

for cyber assets critical to BES operational power flows. For a single albeit major function, what 

does the record reveal? 

Selecting PRC-006 Underfrequency and Undervoltage Load Shedding Performance 

Standards, what is documented is the complete history, agreements, uncertainties, 

discontinuities with other requirements, open issues and FAQs covering the complexities of 

intentional and unintentional load shedding at generator, transmission, and distribution facilities 

of the BES. We observe at best, only partial standards for the BES, thus continuing efforts within 

the WECC, SERC, the NPCC and/or Quebec (interconnections and REs) to achieve standardization 

on these critical functions. The set of associated Remedial Action Schemes (RAS) are a long way 

from integration for the BES. 

Hence, application of CIP Standards to cyber assets essential to UFLS and UVLS, and by 

extension to BAL, FAC and other Reliability functions, is clearly unattainable. 

Comment: Back in April 2005 with FERC initial approval of many Reliability Standards, the emphasis 

was on fixing interoperability flaws exposed by the Joint US/Canadian study of the 2003 NE power 

outage. In that context, cybersecurity requirements understandably took a back seat to other 

reliability issues. It is now clear that in the interval to 2008 and formalization of CIP vl, the industry, 

NERC and FERC had only two choices on a CIP structure, (1) sets of Cybersecurity Standards largely 

developed within Interconnections and perhaps Reliability Regions to permit variances across the 

BES, a process that continues to this day. Alternatively (2), careful development of BES-wide CIP 

Standards, deliberately avoiding adding complexity to the unresolved interoperability issues extant, 

and of course BES operational power flows. Option 2 was chosen, without public exposure or 

debate. Over the past 15 years, it has therefore been essential that implementation and extension 

of CIP Standards would not compromise BES real time operational power flows. Over time, this has 

presented NERC and FERC with additional CIP complications, examples such as communications and 

network data flows, supply chain vulnerabilities, Internet vendor access, incident reporting. And of 

course, we see the explosion of Synchrophasor PMUs and related Data Concentrator Centers and 

networks whose precision technologies addressed the very technical issues inherent in non-CIP 

engineering standards. CIP compliance audits had to be sanitized as this process continued, foreign 

adversary threats had to be similarly buried, i.e., Security through Obscurity. And today, BES as well 

as Distribution level operational power flows are largely open and available to these foreign 

adversaries for malware development and attack planning. 
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Exclusion of Real Time Power Flow Operations from Non-CIP Compliance Audits 

The question naturally arises "How and to what extent are real time power flows 

addressed in non-CIP Reliability Standards, and therefore in non-CIP Reliability Standards 

Compliance Audits? For purposes of this Motion to Intervene, an NPCC audit7 of a reasonable 

size utility, the Long Island Power Authority conducted on November 28/29, 2017 was examined. 

No violations of these standards were identified in the audit. At the time of this audit, LIPA was 

a TOP, TO, DP and TP; responsibilities to be audited. LIPAs area covered most of Long Island. The 

NYISO was the RC, BA, PA, and lead TOP for LIPA. NPCC identified the non-CIP Reliability 

Standards in the following Table8 for this audit: 

TOP COM-002-4 Rl,RS 
TOP EOP-005-2 R1,R6,R9,R12,R13 
TOP EOP-008-1 R2,R4,RS,R6,R7,R8 
TOP EOP-010-1 R3 
TOP EOP-011-1 Rl 
TOP, TP FAC-014-2 R2, R4, RS 
TOP PER-005-2 Rl,R3,R4 
TOP PRC-001-1.l(ii R3,R4,RS 
TOP TOP-001-3 R1,RS,R6,R7,R8,R9,R15,R16,R18,R19 
TOP TOP-002-4 Rl, R2, R3, R6 
TP TPL-001-4 Rl, R2, R3, R4 

The team did not expand the scope of the Compliance Audit beyond what was stated in the notification package. 

A comparison of the included standards and requirements against those documented in 

NERC Reliability Standards was conducted to determine if the audited functions included any 

cybersecurity-related cyber assets or control functions exclusive to real-time power flows. 

Observations: 

1. All Distribution Provider (i.e., power flow) functions were excluded from the audit. 

2. Any applicable standard flagged "real-time operations" was also omitted from the 

audit. 

3. Requirements labeled as "event reporting", "emergency functions", "system 

restoration", related training, and similar operational activities were excluded from 

the audit. 

7 NCR07133 Long Island Power Authority Compliance Audit November 28/29 2017 dated 12/8/2017 
8 A direct comparison was not always possible with time lapses between FERC standard approval and the audit 
date, also the migration of requirements from one category to another in the NERC Standards process; e.g., COM-
001 "no longer enforceable", included in other ways evidently but not trackable . 
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4. Explicit requirements for actions related in any way to real-time power flow 

operations, such as authorities to notify in the event of outages, were excluded from 

the audit. 

5. Most importantly, LIPA's responsibilities to other BES authorities critical to real time 

operations, e.g, Balance Authorities, generator operators for Black Start operations, 

etc. were excluded from the Audit implying the former were non-operative. 

6. Synchrophasor Technologies and related Data Concentrator facilities, real-time 

operational activities, are totally missing from this audit as well. 

The conclusion is therefore inescapable, this audit and assessment not only lacked 
linkages to Critical Infrastructure Protection (CIP) standards but rigorously avoided any non-CIP 
Reliability Standard related to "Real-Time Operational Power Flows". 

Thus, all BES digital (cyber) systems for any non-CIP Reliability Standards and control 
center functions have no cybersecurity protections. Further, all Reliability Standards and 
control center functions critical to real-time operational power flows including Synchrophasor 
Systems, their Data Processing and Data Flow technologies are also excluded, repeat excluded 
from compliance audits of utilities. 

It therefore appears that cybersecurity protections afforded BES cyber assets apply only 
to a very thin set of utilities non-operational functions, characterized under CIP-002. 

Summary and Conclusion 

Except for what an individual utility might voluntarily do for security, most BES digital 

(cyber) systems have been deliberately excluded from BES cybersecurity protection, including all 

systems controlling real-time operational power flows. This is not problematical, the massive 

NERC Reliability (engineering) Standards compilation contains extensive details of cyber (digital) 

systems utterly devoid of cybersecurity protection. Modernization, such as Synchrophasor 

Technologies have made it increasingly difficult for NERC and FERC to hide this violation of the 

intent, and indeed actual wording, of EPA 2005 Section 215. 

Had NERC and FERC developed CIP Standards in parallel with non-CIP (engineering) 

standards, modernizations of Operational Technologies would have included appropriate cyber 

protections. Systems such as Synchrophasor PMUs, solar and wind generators, Internet and 

vendor connectivity, Supply Chain Standards etc., would have had to include cybersecurity 

protection. Incidentally, there is little doubt that insertion of Synchrophasor technologies, 

particularly software, is delayed in some utilities over fear of conflict with CIP Standards. 

Critical Infrastructure Protection standards are simply inconsequential for protection of 

cyber systems critical to BES operations. In 2008 the objective might have been otherwise, but 

CIP has become a fac;ade for utility insular management functions, access controls and physical 

and electronic isolation of facilities. NERC and FERC claims that the CIP Program reduces the risk 

to the BES are hollow, for in this decade and a half of CIP evolution, we witnessed: 
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o BES and Distribution systems in open access to the nation's adversaries, 

o suppressed reporting of adversary incursions, including critical malware 

development 

o Further efforts spawned by NERC and FERC to obscure vulnerabilities and threats 

through the Senate Bill s.3688 

o unchallenged follow-on adversary malware testing in the Ukraine 

o freedom for adversary's cyber forces to employ that same malware in the 2016 

election 

o increasing risks to Grid-dependent national security facilities and other critical 

infrastructures. 

o Inordinate costs of ineffective cybersecurity protections for the North American 

Grid. 9 

The joint NSA and DHS/CSIA Advisory cited in the introduction to this Motion to Intervene 

provides detailed guidance for the protection of Operational Technologies and related Control 

Centers, in their continuing campaign focused on access to Industrial Control Systems. It 

emphasizes the immediacy of necessary actions, the widespread internet access to OT systems, 

endangerment to DoD and National Security Systems, and recently observed adversary actions. 

The North American Grid's operational power complexes and networks could be the 

poster child for this Advisory. Many of its recommendations should certainly be taken seriously 

by electric utilities. However, the existential threat to US national interests and to Critical 

Infrastructures requires much, much more, a threat engineered by the industry, NERC and FERC 

but hidden from public and Congressional consciousness. 

Congress and the Administration must implement the Congressional Cyberspace 

Solarium's 2020 report recommendation with a law invoking a Declaration of National 

Deterrence Policy with Measured Retaliation, as originally proposed in 2017 by the Defense 
Science Board. io 

9 N.Y. utility, Siemens Energy plan first-of-a-kind cyber hub, Christian Vasquez, E&E News reporter 
Published : Wednesday, July 29, 2020. The complete IBM report can be downloaded from this reference. Costs per 
incursion and magnitude are reportedly higher than any other industry. 
10 Department of Defense, Defense Science Board, Task Force on Cyber Deterrence, February, 2017 
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